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ONEROOTproject
ONEROOT Project
Co-creating a value and data network for the age of asset digitalization. ONEROOT has taken the first step in achieving its ambitions with the support of many co-builders. In the days to come, we shall try our best to live up to your trust and expectation and do everything we can to build an entirely new economic system.




ONEROOT Project
ONEROOT Project brings together the tangible and intangible resources inside and outside the industry. In the process of optimizing and integrating resources, ONEROOT extends the idea of a shared economy and separates the right to use and the ownership of resources, and proposes the concept of a distributed business engine. With the help of blockchain technology, the co-builders can digitize the right to use resources, including software, hardware, manpower, etc., and establish transparent value exchange and cooperation rules, which greatly improve the resource utilization efficiency. In addition, participants have established a new cooperative relationship based on equal cooperation and common development, which has significant advantages compared with the traditional business model dominated by centralized entities.
	[image: ]Win-win layer / ONEROOT incentive plan ONEROOT foundation provides technological and financial support to encourage participants to jointly build the network, and to attract developers and partners to join, to accelerate the development of ecosystem.

	[image: ]Sharing layer / ONEROOT data engine A distributed shared data center accessible to all participants provides the foundation for data exchange.

	[image: ]Co-build layer / ONEROOT infrastructure ONEROOT team has been building the core infrastructure, facilitating co-builders’ operation . With the growth of ecosystem, more developers will help with the infrastructure expansion and product diversification.

	[image: ]Consensus layer / ONEROOT protocol Consensus among all co-builders is the basis for ONEROOT ecosystem operation and data exchange.


[image: ]Professional and objective Due diligence and quantitative multi-dimensional rating model make the reports more professional and the rating results more objective and fair.


[image: ]Convenient and reliable Decentralized transactions, transparent and secure orders matching, and optimized trading experience ensure that transactions are made at the best price in a user-friendly and efficient manner.


[image: ]Multi-functional OneRoot Network’s complete functionality provides one-stop digital asset services.
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ONEROOT wallet – ROOTOKEN


[image: ]ROOTOKEN A digital currency wallet that integrates market information and real-time transaction.
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Launched ERC-20 token wallet [image: ] 2017.9
NEO Compatible [image: ] 2018.1
BTC Compatible [image: ] 2018.3
QTUM Compatible [image: ] 2018.8
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[image: ]ROOTREX A safe, transparent and easy-to-use decentralized exchange
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Smart contract transaction All transactions are completed through Ethereum Smart Contract, which is fully transparent and highly safe.
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Low cost Placing an order costs nothing except Ethereum network fees, and a 50% of the trade fees can be earned when the transaction is done.
[image: ]
Optimized The transactions are made at the best price available, and multiple contract bulk trading is supported.
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Convenient and easy-to-use Friendly interface, no need for registration, and tokens can be withdrawn to the wallet at any time without limit. Transactions have never been easier.
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ONEROOT Foundation
In adherence to the win-win philosophy, ONEROOT calls upon participants to co-build a shared economy ecosystem suited to the characteristics of blockchain development. The Foundation has set up an incubation fund to help teams work on their ideas while providing other resource.
	Financial support
[image: ]ONEROOT Foundation sponsored
Please apply for funding, review required.



	Technical support
[image: ]Framework design, underlying development
Explore the world of blockchain







The operation of the fund is solely under the responsibility of the ONEROOT Foundation. All projects and teams that wish to join the project can apply to the Foundation.After the review is approved, funding will be carried out according to the assessment results and project progress. Email us for questions and suggestions.


ONEROOT Project looks forward to working with you to create a better future!


ONEROOT News
ONEROOT Project starts the Age of Discovery of blockchain entrepreneurship.

Blockchain may be the best chance of the next ten years!


Job vacancy
[image: ]Blockchain development engineer

 [image: ]Back-end technical director

 [image: ]Front-end technical director

 [image: ]Senior front-end development engineer

 [image: ]Senior product manager

 [image: ]Senior visual designer

 [image: ]Senior interaction designer
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